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Abstract. Mapping workflow instances to virtual machines in cloud domain is a challenging task. However, it must be 

considered during design of any cloud application to provide better resource utilization. In this paper, the problem of 

assigning any workflow in cloud domain to virtual machine (VM) at run-time is addressed. A mapping problem is 

formulated using linear assignment, where optimized solution of minimum interaction cost is evaluated during dynamic 

mapping. A new interaction model is designed on the basis of various interaction patterns among cloud entities. Cloud 

flow vector (workflow in cloud domain) is selected for successful execution of service request. As a proof of concept 

proposed logic is implemented in the open source modeling tool WoPeD to validate the work. No inconsistency found in 

mapping procedure of interaction model. Proposed interaction model can efficiently utilize the cloud-resource.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid growth of cloud services has explored a paradigm 

that can utilize existing pools of resource on demand. 

Concept of virtualization is one of the most important 

issues that need to be considered to design cloud services. It 

is used for better resource management. Infrastructure is 

generally a pool of virtual machine instances 

(VMI).Workflow of procedural logic needs to be 

considered in order to get the idea about the benefits of 

cloud service. Complexity of design can be reduced by 

using simple workflow net model. Successful execution of 

complex workflows for real-time application scenarios 

considers various constraints like resource, time and 

priority of tasks. To simplify workflow validation 

procedure, more focus needs to be given to formulate a 

workflow net model.   Major contribution of this paper is to 

propose a new interaction model by exploring different 

interaction patterns arise in various workflow instances and 

map it to the virtual machine instance at run-time according 

to minimal interaction cost.  Flow vector is determined 

based on flow constraint, and capacity constraint. Instead of 

simulating the mapping procedure in any cloud specific 

simulator, proposed work is validated by using WF-net 

model [1]  to simplify the task.   

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

briefly presents the literature survey. Section 3 presents 

different types of workflow in cloud domain. Section 4 

introduces the concept of interaction model for controlling 

the workflow. This interaction model identifies various 

interaction patterns to estimate overall interaction cost. 

Then section 5 briefly describes the logic proposed for 

selecting flow vector. Overall procedure of mapping is 

logically represented by workflow net model. Section 6 

analyzes the proposed work in terms of validation using 

workflow net model. Section 7 concludes this paper.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY  

Researchers have been engaged in number of significant 

works related to virtual machine (VM) management for 

resource utilization [2]. Major objectives of VM 

management considered for performance evaluation include 

wastage of resource, resource utilization, reliability, total 

completion time, power consumption. There are several 

works, which focus on minimal consumption of total 

energy to reduce expenditure of resource.  VM 

consolidation problem has been addressed in many papers 

in the literature [3]. 

The concept of Peer VMs Aggregation (PVA) is used to 

enable dynamic discovery of communication patterns and 

reschedule VMs based on the determined communication 

patterns using VM migration. In this [4], a network and a 

memory subsystem are modeled on CloudSim simulator. 

Performance is evaluated based on VMs placement, 

performance degradation, and network utilization of each 

link. Results show that it can significantly reduce the total 

amount of traffic in the network. 

The concept of communication virtual machine (CVM)[5] 

presented in the context of a healthcare application, 

supports automatic realization of application-specific 

communication services through a user-centric, model-

driven approach. Authors claimed that unique architectural 

features of CVM allow new components and features to be 

seamlessly added. CVM can be served as a service 

framework, which can be developed and incrementally 

improved by the collaborative efforts of the research 

community. 

In [6], a service framework is developed to facilitate service 

migration and to design a cost model and decision 

algorithm to determine the trade-offs between service 

selection and migration. 
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Beside this, workflow mapping algorithms have been 

proposed in several literatures [7,8,9,10]. These works 

focused on selecting a computing resource for every 

workflow task to minimize the execution time of the entire 

workflow or to meet the execution deadline pre-defined by 

the user.  However, several challenges arise during 

mapping. Bandwidth of the link connecting two VMs 

allocated to execute two adjacent tasks affects the total 

execution time.  If two tasks of workflow are mapped onto 

different physical servers, it results into high bandwidth 

consumption in data centers, leading to inefficient 

utilization of cloud resources. Existing mapping algorithms 

are no longer applicable for mapping workflow resource 

request in data centers. It is seen from the literature survey 

that basic requirement is to find a simple approach that can 

balance between quality of service and performance 

overhead on the basis of Service Level Agreement (SLA). 

III. TYPES OF WORKFLOW IN CLOUD DOMAIN 

Two types of workflow are considered for cloud domain - 

inflow and outflow. 

Inflow- If any workflow moves to the direction of cloud 

consumer to virtual machine. 

Outflow- If any workflow moves to the reverse of inflow, 

i.e., from virtual machine to cloud consumer. 

From cloud consumer perspective, interactions within this 

environment are categorized into two types- intercom and 

intracom. 

Intracom- If interaction is bounded within the same data 

center  

Intercom- If interaction is extended to different data 

centers. 

 
Fig.1 Sequence of Procedural Work Flow among Cloud Entities 

 Cloud service broker interacts with cloud service provider 

based on availability of service in registry and requests for 

services coming from cloud consumer. Cloud consumer 

interacts with cloud service broker (using init_SLA(), 

construct_SLA(), service_request())which in turn interacts 

with cloud service registry  (using initiate(), search()) and 

cloud service providers (using select()). Cloud service 

provider interacts with cloud service registry using 

register_service(). Cloud service provider interacts with 

cloud server using use(), and connect(). Cloud server 

interacts with hypervisor using own(), and virtualization(), 

whereas hypervisor interacts with virtual machine instance 

dynamically using place() and map(). Cloud service 

provider can interacts with VMI using access_resource() 

through cloud server and hypervisor. Cloud service 

provider interacts with cloud consumer through cloud 

service broker using provide_service().  

 
Fig. 2 Mapping Workflow to VM 

In figure 2, an instance of mapping between cloud-flow and 

VMI is presented. A request originates from cloud 

consumer cc1, who contacts with CSB according to the 

SLA established before. CSB contacts with CSP1 according 

to assigned service index mentioned in CSR. CSP1 first 

selects group G1 (data-center) to assign tasks of workflow 

vector. Physical resource of CS1 partitioned into two virtual 

machines VM11 and VM12. VM11 can execute two VMIs 
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namely VMI11 and VMI12. Similarly, VM12 can execute 

three VMIs namely VMI121, VMI122, VMI123. If tasks in 

workflow remain incomplete, then CSP1 connects with 

nearest CS2 based on its capacity and size. Mapping of 

group G2 (data center 2) is same as G1. Flow vector is 

selected from all the flow vectors that may arise from 

source to destination.  

IV. INTERACTION MODEL    

The mapping between workflow and virtual machine can be 

formulated as linear assignment problem. VM instances 

(VMI) are dynamically mapped to find proper VMs and 

allocate VMIs for each workflow execution. General 

structure of the problem formulation deals here with the 

question how to assign p objects of workflow instance to q 

other objects of VMI in the best possible way.  It has 

objective function to determine “best possible way”. The 

objective of solving this optimization problem is to 

maximize the performance and minimize the time. A new 

interaction model is designed for controlling workflow for 

efficient resource utilization. Figure 3 represents various 

interaction patterns among the cloud entities. 

Interaction Model- A logical model Min that accepts 

various interaction patterns from the entities in cloud 

domain and produces interaction matrix (I) as output. It is 

activated between CC (source) and VMI (sink). This model 

includes cloud entities, CE = {n × CC, 1× CSB, 1×CSR, 

m× CSP, p × CS, q × VM, k × VMI}. General format of 

cloud inflow vector includes CCn CSB [CSR] 

CSPm CSp VMq VMIk Cloud outflow vector 

includes VMIkVMqCSpCSPmCSBCCn 

 

 
Fig.3 Interaction Model in Cloud Domain 

Interaction model generates the following interaction matrix (I). 

 CC CSB CSR CSP CS VM VMI 

CC 1 n×1 n×1×1 n×1×m n×1×m×p n×1×m×p×q n×1×m×p×q×k 

CSB 1×n 1 1×1 1×m 1×m×p 1×m×p×q 1×m×p×q×k 

CSR 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 

CSP m×1×n m×1 m×1 1 m×p m×p×q m×p×q×k 

CS p×m×1×n p×m×1 p×m×1 p×m 1 p×q p×q×k 

VM q×p×m×1×n q×p×m×1 q×p×m×1 q×p×m q×p 1 q×k 

VMI k×q×p×m×1×n k×q×p×m×1 k×q×p×m×1 k×q×p×m k×q×p k×q 1 

Interaction overhead is calculated from interaction matrix.  

overall interaction= intracom interaction + intercom interaction + inflow interaction + outflow interaction 

overall interaction (OI) = {1× 1+1× m + m × p + p × q+ (q × k +k × q)/2+q × p+p × m+m × 1} +{(n × 1 + 1 × n)/2}+{n × 

1+1× 1 + 1× m+ m × p + p × q +q × k}+ {1 × n+k × q+q × p+p × m + m × 1} 

OI is reduced to {n×1 + 1×1+1×m+ m × p +p × q + q × k} +{k × q +q × p + p × m+ m×1+ 1×n} 
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V. FLOW VECTOR SELECTION LOGIC 

Let assume the capacity of each CS is 100%. Another assumption is that, execution requirement for workflow instance must be 

less than overall capacity of cloud servers. Let VMI running on VMij (where i=1,2,3,….q) in CSj (where j=1,2,3,4,….p) is 

VMIijk. Major considerable parameters in this domain are – interaction cost based on type of interactions, capacity and size of 

CS, turnaround time for each interaction, delay between turnaround time and response time and, success rate of cloud flow 

assignment. 

turnaround time = | timestamp when CFI arrives at CS – timestamp when CFI successfully finishes its  

                      mapping| 

response time = turnaround time + delay 

In ideal case, turnaround time = response time 

Capacity of VM (capaVM) is directly proportional to turnaround time of interaction (ttint)..  

Bandwidth (BW) is inversely proportional to turnaround time of interaction, BW α 1/ ttint 

For each VMIijk, consider turnaround time for each CFijk, size and capacity of CSj. 

Interaction cost is the overhead during interaction. It is calculated based on size and capacity of CS and bandwidth of 

communication path in cloud. 

interaction cost = (size × capacity of CS )/ bandwidth involved in communication 

Following parameters are determined based on optimal solution of minimum cost. 

minimum turnaround time = Min{ i=1,…n, j=1,…m, k=1,….p} (individual turnaround time for interaction)     

minimum interaction cost= Min (overall interaction overhead in Cloud) 

It is used to determine successful execution of workflow. 

 

VI. 6 ANALYSIS 

Here Workflow Petrinet Designer (WoPeD 3.2.0) [1] is used for workflow net modeling. It is a Java based open-source 

software that uses Petri Net Markup Language (PNML) to simulate and analyze workflow of Petri net models. In the proposed 

model, workflow is initiated by executable tasks and workflow instance (WFI) is constructed. WFI moves towards CSB, who 

searches service index from CSR to select CSP and determines feasible flow vector based on minimal interaction cost and 

maximum size and capacity of CS. Selected CSP checks capacity of selected CS where virtualization takes place on assigned 

VMI. CSP checks status of workflow. If it is yet to be finished, nearest CS is selected, when previous CS is overloaded. 

Remaining tasks in the workflow are   assigned to new VMI. 

Qualitative analysis of this model by WoPeD tool shows it can satisfy workflow net properties. It is well structured and can 

satisfy structural feasibility. This model is sound that can satisfy workflow net property, initial marking, boundedness and 

liveness. Coverability graph shows all the places and transitions of the model can be covered and no two vertices have same 

marking. 
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Fig.4 Validation of Interaction Flow in Cloud using WoPeD Tool 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, the problem of assigning cloud flow to virtual 

machine at run –time is addressed based on minimum 

interaction cost.  Analysis through workflow net model 

shows proposed logical model of interaction can 

successfully map workflow instance to virtual machine 

instance. The deliverable of this paper is to design a logical 

model of various interaction patterns among cloud entities 

and to determine at least one feasible flow vector that can 

map workflow request to proper virtual machine instance at 

minimal cost. Finally, proposed logic is modeled as 

workflow net to ensure sound workflow net property during 

mapping through interaction model. Proposed interaction 

model will generate higher revenue for the service 

providers in cloud domain. 
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